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Mildred Howard
PARRASCH HEIJNEN GALLERY 

Bay Area artist Mildred Howard is known for her compelling assem-
blage sculptures and installations that mine personal memory, com-
munity histories, and diasporic movement. This small survey was a 
thorough and efficient overview of more than four decades of art, pre-
senting some of Howard’s most recognizable works—including her 
wood-framed photo-emulsion pieces and a signature glass-bottle house, 
which she made this year—alongside a surprisingly fresh-looking selec-
tion of early works. Her influences are many: Among others, we see Jay 
DeFeo in the thick impasto surfaces of her paintings and the found-
object deadpan of David Hammons in her sculptures. Yet Howard’s art 
is unique, with elements of distinctly Californian aesthetics (assemblage, 
Bay Area expressionism, West Coast Conceptual art, San Francisco 
Funk) employed in lyrical forms and suffused with political meanings.

Three untitled Xerox photocollages dating from 1978 to 1980 were 
the unassuming standouts of this show. Among the earliest works on 
view, they demonstrated a young artist engaging with technology while 
developing her mature artistic style. Two of the pieces—one with deep-
magenta tones, the other a rich emerald—were poetic compositions of 
flowers, petals, and leaves, flattened by the photocopier. The third, 
from 1979, was a photocollaged self-portrait. In it, half of Howard’s 
face is painted with black stripes while the other half is made up in 
gold with a thickly kohl-lined eye. She is flanked by images of Native 
American beadwork and a cropped picture of corn. It’s a gorgeous self-
representation: at once theatrical, cross-cultural, and vaguely ceremo-
nial. With a romanticism firmly against nostalgia (the collages lack the 
hackneyed, weathered look of so much 1970s photography), these works 
might very well have been made by a young artist today. Other pieces 
seemed more a product of their time, though no less meaningful now. 

At the front of the gallery space was Howard’s major installation 
Ten Little Children Standing in a Line (One Got Shot, and Then There 
Were Nine), 1991. The work, which was created for the Adaline Kent 
Award exhibition at the San Francisco Art Institute, comprised a plinth 
with cast-copper gloves arranged in a manner that called to mind the 
phrase “Hands up, don’t shoot,” the Black Lives Matter rallying cry 
that followed the fatal 2014 shooting of Michael Brown in Ferguson, 
Missouri, by a police officer. The wall behind these casts was covered 
with a tidy, pointillist-like grid created by brass bullet casings lodged 
into the drywall; on an adjacent wall hung a blown-up newspaper 
article reporting a 1976 massacre in Soweto, South Africa, during 
which hundreds of students were killed by law enforcement for protest-
ing the mandatory use of the Afrikaans language (the caption from the 
AP newswire reproduction falsely reports that only six students were 
killed). The installation is a poignant reflection on apartheid and the 
loss of life through senseless violence. And the piece has a feminist 
dimension too; in writing about its creation, Howard mentions that she 
has young children and empathizes with the mothers of these murdered 
South African boys and girls. The work is chillingly current in the 
context of America in 2020, with the loss of Black lives at the hands of 
the white supremacist cops and the misinformation that surrounds 
these incidents. Howard’s installation continues to be powerfully 
haunting, painfully relevant. 

—Catherine Taft

Kevin Hanley
LSH COLAB

Around the mid-1990s, Kevin Hanley became known for a kind of 
photograph that greeted its viewers as deceptively casual, seemingly 
captured while the artist wandered about in a state of distraction. 
Under prolonged scrutiny, however, its ostensibly random arrangement 
would begin to disclose a secret determination, every outwardly inci-
dental element—an architectural detail, item of clothing, or personal 
accessory—bristling with cryptic import. In an ongoing series begun 
in 1995, Hanley presented these pictures at a modest scale, just above 
the snapshot standard, isolated against larger monochrome fields that 
played upon a color within a shot, highlighting one aspect of its com-
position for special attention while also drawing it out of its illusory 
depths and into registration with the self-disclosing flatness of late-
modernist painting. The play between the prosaic record keeping of the 
tourist and the aesthetic refinement of the flaneur was everywhere in 
evidence in this new body of work, which was tellingly presented 
within a gallery that also hosts a CBD dispensary. Hanley has long 
been invested in the image as a means of deranging the senses, to para-
phrase Rimbaud.

The locus of every photograph on view, as the gallery statement 
informed, was the meeting hall of a fraternal order that had been 
decked out with the festive paraphernalia of a birthday celebration. The 
pictures featured these somewhat generic embellishments—balloon 
clusters, hanging string lights, an automated LED disco ball, smoke-
machine haze, rippling curtains of Mylar strips hung over doorways, 
etc.—as waging a losing battle against the dour resistance of the wood-
paneled room. Good cheer was evidently in short supply: Just one or 
two stationary silhouettes appear in the distance of a print titled Upon 
Entrance (all works 2020), while some disconsolate phantoms huddle 
around a banquet table in On the Floor 2. The only other human pres-
ence that could be made out anywhere was that of a baseball-capped 
DJ who sits dutifully at his station, weary eyes illuminated by the cold 
glow of a flat screen, his shadow cast ominously across a deserted dance 

Mildred Howard, 
Untitled, 1979, Xerox 
collage, 113⁄4 × 81⁄2".
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